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Abstract

With increasing popularity, the scalability of blockchain-based cryp-
tocurrencies becomes an urgent concern. Bitcoin, among other cryp-
tocurrencies, have known limitations in transaction throughput and speed
but no agreed upon solution. Many of the proposals increasing through-
put also increase the load on the Bitcoin network.

Lightning is a proposal enabling payments to be conducted without
affecting the Bitcoin network. Lightning is a protocol using payment
channels to enable instant and cheap payments using the blockchain for
security. With Lightning, payments can be sent through a network of
nodes connected by payment channels.

In this thesis, the current state of Lightning is explored and an eval-
uation for use on Bitcoin exchanges is performed. The usability, privacy
and security of Lightning are the topics evaluated. In order to evalu-
ate the usability, an exchange interface application was built allowing
deposits and withdrawals using Lightning. The protocol specification
and relevant literature are examined in order to evaluate the security and
privacy of Lightning.

The exchange interface showed that Lightning can be integrated into
an exchange and provide a fast and cheap way to deposit and withdraw
money for clients. In this paper some integration designs are proposed
and ways to improve the client user experience are discussed. The Light-
ning node implementations need to mature a bit before real usage and
there are some security issues that also need to be considered. With
monitoring and network analysis the privacy can be compromised.
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Glossary

blockchain A continuously growing list of records, called blocks, where a new block is
linked to the previous creating an append-only, immutable database. The blocks con-
tain transactions broadcasted on the Bitcoin network. In Bitcoin, a valid block is
generated from the Proof of Work consensus system.

broadcast To share a transaction with the Bitcoin network. This is how you add a transac-
tion to the Bitcoin blockchain.

distributed ledger A shared and replicated database with no central administration. Blockchain
is one form of distributed ledger.

HTLC A Hashed Timelock Contract or HTLC is a contract that must be spent within a
specified amount of time or the funds are returned to the issuer.

invoice A payment request containing all necessary payment information required to make
a payment.

node A client connected to the Bitcoin network or the Lightning network. Will be referred
to as a Bitcoin node or a Lightning node.

off-chain Events or transactions that occur without being included in the blockchain.

on-chain Events or transactions that get included in the blockchain.

payment Payment refer to payments conducted with the help of payment channels.

Proof of Work A system for reaching consensus where some amount of work has to be
done in order to participate. The goal is to produce a block that will be appended to
the blockchain.

transaction Transaction refer to transactions conducted on the Bitcoin network.

UTXO A Unspent Transaction Output or UTXO is an output that has not be used yet and
can therefore be used as an input in a new transaction. Using a UTXO is often referred
to as spending it, making it unusable in the future.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter we present why this thesis is important, what problems exist and how they
can be solved. The goals for this thesis are presented here.

1.1 Background

Although still very much in its early stages, blockchain and distributed ledger solutions
are said to be able to transform the current financial infrastructure, especially the post-
trade side. Most notable of all applications of blockchain technology is Bitcoin [1], which
is an open decentralized network with an effectively immutable database of transactions,
shared by all Bitcoin nodes in the network. The internal currency, bitcoins, is provided to
miners who help secure the network by participating in the Proof of Work [2] consensus
algorithm. Since the birth of Bitcoin, other similar solutions have appeared. Some are
modified versions of Bitcoin while some are built from scratch using the same ideas.

If we want to take services provided today, for example by exchanges and clearing
houses, and put them in a blockchain network, it is necessary that we find ways to remove or
handle the scalability limitations. It is also necessary that we are aware of the current limits
in transaction and smart contract performance when evaluating potential uses of applications
run in a blockchain network. If no special techniques are applied, every node in the network
will verify every transaction. This puts a limit on the number of transactions the network
can handle.

Payment channels can be used as a safe and fast layer on top of the Bitcoin blockchain,
deferring transactions and only interacting with the blockchain network rarely. Among
suggested payment channel solutions the Lightning network [3] is most prominent among
the Bitcoin community. Payment channels enable instant and small sized payments for the
otherwise slow blockchain technology and would open up for many new possibilities in the
payment market.

1.2 Goal

The goal for this thesis is to evaluate the usability of Lightning and payment channels for
bitcoin exchanges, and analyze the trade-offs using payment channels instead of ordinary
transactions.

As real money is used on this platform it is important that security is good and that
the privacy is preserved. Some basic security aspects and limitations will be analysed. The
level of privacy users of the protocol can expect will also be explored.

The aim for this thesis is to answer the following questions.

1. Is it possible for exchanges to reduce their impact on the Bitcoin network by using
Lightning instead of ordinary bitcoin transactions?
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2. What are the trade-offs using lightning instead of regular transactions from an ex-
change perspective?

3. Will the usage of Lightning benefit the users in terms of speed and fees versus using
on-chain transactions?

4. Will privacy be preserved when using Lightning and how is the privacy compared to
using ordinary Bitcoin transactions?

5. How exposed are users or the exchange to attackers and what security considerations
need to be addressed?

In order to answer the questions we will first analyse how the Lightning protocol works
by looking at the specification and literature. Then an exchange interface using Lightning
will be implemented in order to answer questions about the usability and flexibility of the
protocol. The protocol analysis is later used as a basis for evaluating the privacy and security
of Lightning.

1.3 Outline

In this section we describe the content of the thesis and how it is structured.

Chapter 2 - Bitcoin: We briefly introduce Bitcoin and different technical aspects of it
needed in order to understand how Lightning works. The focus of this chapter is on how a
Bitcoin transaction is constructed.

Chapter 3 - Lightning Technology: A detailed description of the Lightning. This chapter
includes an introduction to payment channels and payment channel networks. In the chapter
the protocol of Lightning is also described with focus on the channel life cycle and routing.

Chapter 4 - Implementation: A description of the implemented prototype and the tools
used. Functionality of the prototype, that is built using a Lightning node implementation, is
introduced and design decisions are presented.

Chapter 5 - Evaluation: An evaluation of the prototype where usability flexibility is the
focus. Then we evaluate the privacy and security with the help of the prototype, literature
and the Lightning specification.

Chapter 6 - Discussion: A discussion of the results found from the evaluation and proto-
type implementation.

Chapter 7 - Conclusion: The conclusion derived from the thesis work.
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2 Bitcoin

The purpose of this chapter is to provide basic understanding in some key concepts used by
the Lightning technology with focus on Bitcoin transactions. Bitcoin is a broad collection of
technologies and in this chapter only a subset is covered. More information on Bitcoin can
for example be found on the Bitcoin Wiki site [4] or in the original white paper by Satoshi
Nakamoto [1]. Lightning is not Bitcoin exclusive and will work for other currencies but
for the sake of limiting the complexity and scope of this thesis, other currencies will not be
included.

2.1 Bitcoin transactions

In order to understand the technology behind Lightning we also need to understand how the
transactions in the Bitcoin network are constructed. Bitcoin transactions are used to transfer
value between participants in the Bitcoin network. Each transaction become a public entry
on the Bitcoin blockchain when broadcasted and accepted by the network. A transaction
has inputs and outputs describing where funds are taken from and where the funds are going
next. Transactions also include rules for spending the output. Spending the output is the
same as transferring value from one location to another. The amount of bitcoins you have
are the sum of all outputs you can spend with keys that you own.

Bitcoin uses public-key cryptography for security and proof of ownership. Bitcoins can
be referred to as Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs). The UTXO is linked to a public
key and its output has not been used yet. Ownership of bitcoins is the same as knowing
the corresponding private key. The ownership is proven by signatures generated with the
private key. A transaction is only valid if it is signed with valid signatures according to the
requirements specified in the transaction. A signature can be verified by using the public
key from the transaction and it is only valid if it is created by the matching private key.
Everyone can verify this. The output of a transaction can consist of many addresses.

An important aspect of Bitcoin is that outputs can only be spent once. This is because
a transaction is only valid if it uses a UTXO and it is verified and enforced by the Bit-
coin nodes in the network. Each block added after a transaction has been included in the
blockchain add to the finality of it. When enough blocks has been added after a transac-
tion, referred to as confirmations, it is viewed as irreversible [5]. Therefore if one waits
for enough confirmations [6], double spending is not possible in Bitcoin. Double spending
means the same funds can be spent elsewhere after they have already been accepted in one
place. If you accept a transaction at too few confirmations you take the risk of it being spent
somewhere else instead.

2.1.1 Scripts

A transaction in Bitcoin is defined by a script [7]. The script describes how a transaction
can be spent. The scripting provides flexibility for defining the requirements for spending a
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transaction. These requirements can be the amount of public keys recorded in a transaction
and how many of them that need to provide a signature for the transaction to be spent.

With the help of scripting, different types of transactions can be constructed. The most
important transaction type for this thesis is the multisignature transaction that Lightning
uses. Multisignature refers to the requirement for multiple signatures to be able to spend
a transaction. Lightning use multisignature transactions for representing a channel. Mul-
tisignature transactions can be described by the m-of-n format. The m-of-n transaction
format [8] describes how many input keys, or parties, n there are and how many signatures
m that are required for the transaction to be valid. For example, in a 2-of-2 transaction there
are two parties, or inputs, and to spend it both need to have signed it.

2.2 Bitcoin client and wallets

A Bitcoin wallet is a collection of data needed to identify received bitcoin and spend bitcoin.
The wallet control owned keys and keep track of all transactions related to them. The wallet
software can sum up all UTXOs that can be spent using its keys to display a total balance.

A Bitcoin client is software for connecting to the Bitcoin network. A Bitcoin client
connected to the Bitcoin network is often referred to as a Bitcoin node. One of its responsi-
bilities is to validate and share transactions on the network. The client is the interface to the
network. It updates the wallet with new transactions and if a transaction affects some key
in the wallet the wallet information gets updated. If you want a transaction to end up in the
blockchain you can use the Bitcoin client to broadcast it to the Bitcoin network.

2.3 Bitcoin scalability

Bitcoin scalability is a frequently discussed topic. The paper, On Scaling Decentralized
Blockchains [9], introduce the scalability problem and discuss some of the proposed solu-
tions. One of the fundamental limitations for Bitcoin is that each transaction is validated
by nodes in the network, propagated so that it can reach the miners and then, when inside a
block, propagated to all nodes in the network.

How fast a block can propagate through the network depend on its size. Small blocks
will result in faster block propagation which is good for reaching consensus and avoid in-
consistencies in the blockchain. Delays for block propagation can lead to blockchain forks
which is the result of inconsistencies among nodes. Forks occur when the protocol changes
or when multiple blocks are created at the same position. This should be avoided as only
one state can be valid, creating a permanent fork if consensus is not reached.

Four of the most popular ways to increase the transaction throughput for blockchains
are listed below.

• Efficiency improvements where we can decrease the computing resources needed to
process transactions, like decreasing the size a transaction need.

• Increase block size to allow more transactions in each block.

• Change block interval which means producing blocks more frequently.

• Layer 2 systems that can operate on top of the blockchain to allow payments outside
the blockchain.
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Increasing the throughput by block size or frequency will increase the load and cost
for nodes in the network. Efficiency improvements and layer 2 solutions does not have the
same direct negative effects on the network participants but can still have side effects like
decreased privacy or centralization. With this in mind we can see why scaling blockchains
are hard and specially Bitcoin that have a lot of value at stake.

2.4 Transaction malleability and SegWit

One of the obstacles for realising the Lightning network on top of Bitcoin was the transac-
tion malleability problem. A simple and short explanation for the malleability problem was
written in a blog post [10] by a Bitcoin developer named Jimmy Song. In this section, a
summary of the problem and how it was solved are presented.

Transactions are identified by a hash. When calculating this hash all transaction in-
formation is accounted for, including signatures from the participants of the transaction.
This means that the transaction identifier is dependent on the signatures. Signatures for a
transaction in Bitcoin are unique but not immutable until the transaction end up in a block
and get confirmed. The signatures can therefore be regenerated and still be valid, changing
the transaction identifier. We will describe how payment channels work in chapter 3 but
in short, when opening a channel we create transactions which depend on a previous not
broadcasted transaction. That is where the problem arise with a malicious counterparty.
The counterparty can invalidate the channel simply by updating the signature of the first
transaction before it gets broadcasted.

To solve this problem, Segregated Witness (SegWit) was introduced. With SegWit the
signatures are no longer taken into account when calculating the transaction identifier. The
signatures are still validated but will not be able to affect the transaction identifier. This
solved transaction malleability and it is now less risk associated with using Lightning on
Bitcoin.
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3 Lightning Technology

In this chapter we describe the Lightning technology and its key components. This chapter
can help answering questions concerning basic privacy and security of the protocol. We
present the current protocol structure and the important theoretical aspects of it.

3.1 Payment channels

Payment channels are a proposal for scaling blockchain based currencies. Payment channels
can be used to make payments not recorded on the underlying blockchain, often referred to
as off-chain payments. Off-chain payments is one of the more promising scaling solutions
for blockchain based currencies. The basic security and stability of a payment channel is
inherited from the underlying blockchain but in order to be safe for usage the payment
channel protocol also need to be secure.

There have been different proposals [11] for payment channels over the years. We are
interested in bidirectional payment channels which means that value can be transferred in
both directions. There are two main proposals for bidirectional payment channels compat-
ible with Bitcoin. Duplex Micropayment Channels [12] and Lightning [3] where the latter
have received the most attention. Bidirectional channels have the advantage of still being
useful when one side has low balance. Single direction payment channels have the draw-
back of not being able to balance a channel. Balancing a channel means that when one end
of the channel has lower balance the participants can prioritize sending funds through that
channel making them more balanced. Sending funds a certain direction can be incentivized
by different fees. Not being able to send both ways means that it will be useless when the
funds are consumed.

In Figure 1 we see a payment channel between two nodes, A and B. Both nodes have 5
units each on their side of the channel. The nodes can now pay each other back and forth.

A B

Node

Channel

5 5

Balance
A: 5
B: 5

Figure 1: Payment channel between the two nodes A and B with both having a balance of
5.

In Figure 2 node A sends 3 units to B resulting in a new state where node A has the
balance 2 units and the node B a balance of 8 units. The capacity of the channel is the
total balance in the channel which is 10 units and this is the maximum amount that a node
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potentially can send through that channel if all funds are on one side.

A B
5 2 5 8

Balance
A: 2
B: 8

Figure 2: A sends 3 units to B. They can update the balance as many times as they like.

3.2 Payment Channel Networks

A Payment Channel Network (PCN) is a network of nodes connected by payment chan-
nels. In this network, payments can be routed between two nodes without having a channel
directly connected between them. In Figure 3, a simple PCN of three nodes is displayed
where they can all send funds between each other limited by the balances in the route. In
Figure 4, an illustration of how the balances are affected when a node pay another node
through an intermediate node.

A

B

C

5 

5 5

5

Balance
A: 5
B: 10
C: 5

Figure 3: Payment channel network with 3 nodes.

A

B

C

5 2 

5 8 5 2

5 8

Balance
A: 2
B: 10
C: 8

Figure 4: A sends 3 units to C. The payment is routed through B which maintain its total
balance plus potential routing fees.
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3.3 The Lightning Network

The general idea behind Lightning is that if only two participants care about a recurring
transaction, then it’s not necessary for all other nodes in the network to know about that
transaction. Since the Bitcoin network suffers from scalability issues [9] we want to avoid
as much information broadcasted to the Bitcoin network as possible. By conducting off-
chain transfers we can reduce that information.

The Lightning network is a layer-2 solution for off-chain bitcoin transactions primarily
using the Bitcoin network as a settlement layer. The Lightning network consists of a net-
work of nodes connected by bidirectional payment channels. A payment channel between
two nodes in the Lightning network is simply having a transaction that can be updated be-
tween the two parties without broadcasting it to the Bitcoin network. The transaction can
only be updated when the two parties have given their consent. Only the latest transaction
is valid and this is enforced by contracts. The contracts work as a penalizing system for
those who act maliciously. If you try to submit an old transaction the other node is allowed
to take all the funds in the channel.

The ability to securely forward payments through a network of payment channels is
possible by using smart contracts in case of payment failure. The process of forwarding
payments is done by each node in the path forwarding the payment using time dependent
contracts and a proof of payment. The forwarding is incentivised by forwarding fees left
to the node forwarding if the payment is successful. If the payment fails all payments are
reverted and no fees are paid out.

3.3.1 Network layers

As brought up in the Developer Overview document [13] an important aspect for under-
standing the Lightning is to understand the different network layers that are used. The
network layers we need to know about is:

• Bitcoin Network

• P2P Network

• Payment Channel Network

The Bitcoin network is the connection to the underlaying blockchain. A Lightning node
needs to be able to broadcast transactions on the Bitcoin network in order to open and close
channels. The Lightning node also needs to watch for events on the Bitcoin network in case
of channel updates or closures.

The P2P network is the layer where peers communicate with each other. In the context
of the P2P messaging network, nodes are referred to as peers. Peers need to know of other
peers in order to send messages. The messages can for example be node discovery updates
and channel discovery updates [14]. The node discovery updates enable other nodes to
connect and establish payment channels. The channel discovery updates are used to enable
other nodes to discover routes through the channel announced.

Then we have the Payment Channel Network which is the core of Lightning. It is the
layer where nodes are connected by channels and where the payments are routed through.
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3.3.2 Network Topology

One of the problems we have today is not knowing what the network will look like. The
network topology is a crucial factor for how well payments are routed in the network and
how stable it will be. One proposed topology is the Hub-and-Spoke [15] model that is
brought up in many discussions [16]. This type of network can easily be formed if clients
chose to open only a few channels to popular nodes. The topology will then have centralized
nodes and one reason also adding to centralization is that smaller nodes1 will not provide
enough liquidity to be able to route payments in the network. The network is not designed
for a specific network topology and the topology that works best will be chosen.

The BitMEX Research group wrote a blog post [17] about Lightning where they brought
up some concerns and opposing arguments for them. One of the concerns is that the net-
work will have a Hub-and-Spoke model because it is the most efficient model for Lightning.
The drawbacks of a Hub-and-Spoke model is that it is a centralized topology. It opens up
for some systemic risk that could hurt the network and reduce the ability to route payments
if some of the large nodes fails. They also presented an opposing argument of why central-
ization is not a risk in Lightning. The argument is that there is an economic incentive and
simple to run a node bypassing the larger ones. This will mitigate the centralization and is
possible because the routing algorithm take all possible routes in account when choosing
path [18].

Lightning is designed to work as a peer-to-peer(P2P) network. If payments through a
P2P network could work in practice, it would benefit the network in terms of decentraliza-
tion and stability. It is said that it is possible to engineer Lightning to be a true P2P mesh
network [19]. One potential problem with a P2P structure for Lightning is that a lot of nodes
will have low capacity and connectivity which requires users to open more channels to get
well connected. Well connected nodes are not defined but we refer to it as nodes with a
certain amount of channels that enable routing to a large part of the network.

A way that the network can be guided towards a specific topology is the usage of auto-
matic channel management for nodes. The software for automatic channel management can
be built with different goals in mind, for example, creating the most stable network topology
or just keep a client well connected. Lightning Labs has built software that automatically
will manage channels for a node but it is still in early development. Their software for au-
tomatic channel management is called autopilot and is briefly mentioned at their overview
document [13] and described in the LND v0.3 alpha release notes [20].

With the automatic channel management we remove a lot of friction for the client to
maintain a good connection to the network. However, a well connected node can still run
into problems routing a payment. A payment can only be routed if all nodes in the routing
path have enough funds to forward the payment. Therefore, larger payments will always
fail more often than smaller ones, even if it exists multiple paths for the payment.

One solution for improving the ability to route payments is Atomic Multi-Path Pay-
ments (AMP) [21]. The technique is not deployed right now but can make the payment
process a lot better. AMP is a way to atomically make a payment that can be split between
multiple paths. The improvement would allow one to use all available channels for a pay-
ment. This would remove the limitation of only being able to, in best case, pay the amount
in the largest channel owned. The protocol is constructed so that if one of the split payments
fail, all fail.

1The size of a node is here determined by the amount of channels connected to it and the amount one can
route through it.
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3.4 The Protocol

The protocol of Lightning is an agreed upon set of rules that nodes have to follow. The three
most popular implementations; LND [22], c-lightning [23] and eclair [24]; are all compliant
with the protocol. The protocol is called Basis of Lightning Technology (BOLT) [25]. The
protocol include rules for communication, routing and channel management among others
that have to be followed by participants in order to be a part of the network.

3.4.1 Channel life cycle

A channel in Lightning is represented by a transaction called commitment transaction. This
transaction is a multisignature transaction, which represents the funds that each participant
of the channel is entitled to. The transaction that fund the commitment transaction is called
a funding transaction. The channel is closed by broadcasting the commitment transaction
or other closing transactions that are brought up later.

Information regarding how channels are constructed can be found in BOLT #3 [26]
and BOLT #5 [27]. We will primarily rely on the BOLT specification as the source of
information as the much has happened to the protocol since the original Lightning paper [3].
Many operations are still similar and for example, the general steps for setting up a channel
is described well in the original paper and is still valid.

Open a channel

A channel is opened when the commitment transaction have been funded by a funding
transaction that has entered the blockchain. The funding transaction can be broadcasted
to the blockchain when all signatures for spending the commitment transaction have been
exchanged.

The order of operations to open a channel are listed below, where the parent is the
funding transaction and the children are the commitment transactions.

1. Create the parent (Funding transaction)

2. Create the children (Commitment Transactions and all spends from the commitment
transactions)

3. Sign the children

4. Exchange the signatures for the children

5. Sign the parent

6. Exchange the signatures for the parent (if parent is funded by both participants)

7. Broadcast the parent on the blockchain.

In current implementations, only funding from one participant is possible. This means
that no signature need to be exchanged for the funding transaction. It is important to not sign
and broadcast the funding transaction before the commitment transaction can be spent in
order to prevent the funds to be locked up forever in case of the participants not cooperating.
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Updating the channel state

Each of the channel participants holds a commitment transaction. We will refer to the
participants as the local and remote node. The local and remote node does not have identical
commitment transactions. In this section we will only describe the commitment transaction
of the local node. To understand the commitment transaction of the remote node you can
simply switch the name of the nodes so that remote become local and vice versa.

The commitment transaction can have four types of outputs. The outputs are: one which
pay the local node, one which pay the remote node and two output types used for forwarding
and receiving payments. The outputs used for forwarding payments will be described later.

The output paying the local node is referred to as the to local output in the BOLT
specification [26]. This output sends funds back to the owner of the commitment transac-
tion. For the local node to be able to spend this output it have to wait a specified amount of
time. This allows for the remote node to act in case the commitment transaction represent
an old and invalid state. The output paying the remote node is called to remote output.
This output can be spent directly by the remote node.

The commitment transaction is updated when payments are sent through the channel.
When the commitment transaction gets updated a new transaction is created and the old
gets invalidated. Old commitment transactions are called revoked commitment transactions.
The invalidation of a commitment transaction is done by exchanging secrets that enable the
remote node to spend the funds of the to local output, without waiting. Both the local
and remote node keep track of the old states in case they are broadcasted maliciously.

Closing a channel

Ending a channel can happen in three different ways.

1. Mutual close, where the nodes together agree on a state and create a new closing
transaction. The new closing transaction replace the commitment transaction and has
no forwarding outputs left. The outputs will not have any timelock and can be spent
immediately.

2. Unilateral close, where one node submit the latest commitment transaction. This is
used when something goes wrong and can for example happen because a node is not
responding or node failure. The commitment transaction can be broadcasted to the
Bitcoin network at any time by any of the channel participants to close the channel.

3. Revoked transaction close, where one of the channel participants have submitted an
outdated commitment transaction. This happens in case one party tries to cheat.

The mutual close is the preferred way of closing a channel. The funds can be spent
immediately by both parties and require only two on-chain transactions. The only on-chain
transactions needed are the funding transaction and the closing transaction. When the mu-
tual close is not possible we use the unilateral close.

Payments through the network

Payments through the network are possible with the help of transactions that only can be
claimed within a specified amount of time. These transactions are called Hashed Time-
Locked Contracts (HTLC). With the help of HTLCs we can without trust send funds over
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a network of channels. If an intermediate node does not forward the payment in time the
contract time out and can no longer be spent. This means that when an HTLC time out,
the sender will be refunded and can try another route. If the payment fails it can also be
settled on-chain. This is bad and should be avoided if possible because of the on-chain fees
and the time consuming blockchain transactions. In addition, forwarding fees are decided
by the forwarding nodes. This gives the nodes incentive to play by the rules and forward
payments.

The payment is initiated by the recipient of the payment. The recipient generate a secret
(R) and its hash (H). This is known as generating an invoice. The invoice contain H along
with payment information like amount and recipient address. The invoice is sent to the
paying node to begin the payment. In Figure 5 this is displayed where the node D want to
receive a payment from node A. In the following example, A is paying 3 units to D.

RHH

A

B C

D

To receive a payment, D generate  
a secret R and its hash H

D send H to the paying node, A 
1.2.

Figure 5: D request a payment and share the request with A.

Then the sending node, A, create a path and continue the payment process by sharing
an HTLC with the next node in the path. The HTLC includes all fees that should be paid
to the forwarding nodes. Figure 6 shows this step in the payment process. Every generated
HTLC also have a decreasing time window to spend it through the path. This is because the
payment is secured backwards, from recipient and back to the sender. The decreasing time
window to spend the contract gives each intermediate node time to receive and forward the
payment. After the time has passed the contract is invalid, the payment has failed and funds
are returned to the issuer. It is the duty of each node to watch for broadcasted HTLCs and
forward payments in order to not lose funds.

If a node does not react to failed forwarding, loss off funds will occur for a node in
the case where the other nodes settle their HTLCs on the blockchain while the HTLC of
the node timed out before reacting. If an HTLC is broadcasted the secret allowing all other
HTLCs to be broadcasted is revealed because information on the blockchain is available to
everyone.
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C send HTLC 3 to D 
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Figure 6: HTLCs with decreasing time frame from the sender are created for the nodes in
the path. Fees decided by intermediate nodes are left to them when forwarding.

When a recipient or intermediate node has received an HTLC they can spend it by
knowing R. The recipient, D, has now a guaranteed way of claiming the funds as it know
R. Then R can safely be forwarded until it reaches the payer. This is displayed in Figure 7.
When all nodes know R they have a guaranteed way of retrieving their funds together with
potential fees. If an intermidiate node or the recipient is unable to forward R to the next
node the HTLC should be broadcasted to the blockchain before time is up in order to not
lose funds. This broadcasted HTLC will reveal R and every other node in the path can now
settle their contract as well.

A

B C

RHH

H
HTLC 2 

HTLC 3 

R

R

D

H R

D can now spend HTLC 3  
Forward R to C  

C can now spend HTLC 2  
Forward R to B  

B can now spend HTLC 1  
Forward R to A 

HTLC 1 

1.

2.

3.

Figure 7: Nodes in the path forward R to complete the payment. When in possession of an
HTLC and R you are guaranteed the funds within the specified time.

When the sender is provided with proof (R) that the HTLCs can be spent by the all nodes
in the path we begin a payment settlement. We want to avoid broadcasting the contracts
on-chain so we update the commitment transaction instead, corresponding to the HTLC
amounts. In the settlement process the HTLC is invalidated and we avoid an expensive
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settlement. This last step is showed in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Settlement of the HTLC is made on-chain. We want to avoid that and settle off-
chain instead, invalidating the HTLCs.

For an intermediate node two different types of HTLC outputs are used and each HTLC
received or sent are all added to the commitment transaction [26]. The HTLC output can be
Offered HTLC Outputs which pay the local node in case time is out and can be spent by

the remote node in case it has R. The other type is Received HTLC Outputs which pay
the remote node in case time is out and can be spent by the local node if it has R.

3.4.2 Routing

In this section the current state of the payment routing is described. A specification for the
routing used in Lightning can be found in BOLT #4 [28]. Source routing is used which
means that the sending node defines the whole path a payment should take. For the sender
to be able to construct a path it currently need to know the whole channel graph. For
maintaining privacy onion routing [29] is used. The onion routing is possible because the
sender knows the public key of all nodes in the route. This makes it possible for the sender
to create a shared secret for each intermediate peer. As of the current release the onion
routing schema is based on the Sphinx construction [30].

Sphinx is a compact and secure mix format. The Sphinx packets store the routing
instructions in the header and the end-to-end message in the body. The Sphinx protocol
protects against replay attacks by having nodes remember their shared secret preventing
nodes from re-sending the same packet. It uses blinding at each hop which means that the
data and header is obfuscated at each node it passes. Intermediate nodes are not able to
distinguish between different packets.

The Sphinx protocol has been modified and extended to better fit Lightning. In the
Sphinx packet, a per hop payload has been added to the header providing each node in
the path with forwarding information. The forwarding information provide each node with
instructions on where to forward the payment, how much to forward and other information
regarding how to construct the outgoing HTLC. The end-to-end payload has been removed
to save space and the header is used instead for all information. The end-to-end payload
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was not needed as all information could be stored in the header. Some information about
these changes can be found at [31].

The current Sphinx implementation use a fixed sized packet so every onion packet is
the same size even if the route is shorter with the help of padding. Through the route, the
packet remain the same size so that no positional information is given. The fixed size of the
packet limit the amount of nodes we can route through. The current Sphinx packet can not
hold more than 20 jumps.

Path finding algorithm

Path finding algorithms are used to find the shortest path between nodes in a graph. In
Lightning we need the ability to find good routing paths. There are many options but the
most well known algorithm for the shortest path is probably Dijkstra. The path finding
algorithm is not specified in the protocol so it is left to the implementer to decide. In the
LND implementation made by Lightning Labs they have used a k-shortest paths algorithm
to find all reachable paths where each path is found with a modified version of Dijkstra’s
algorithm [32]. In the c-lightning implementation made by Blockstream they use a modified
version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [33]. The eclair implementation made by ACINQ
also use Dijkstra’s algorithm [34] but without the k-shortest paths algorithm.
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4 Implementation

In this chapter the implemented exchange interface is described. With the help of the im-
plementation we can evaluate the usability of the protocol and answer questions related to
the usage of Lightning. The implementation process resulted in many different design ideas
and the simplest and most usable are discussed here. One reason for doing the implemen-
tation is to help identify potential weaknesses and to provide insights into how flexible the
protocol is. We also discuss the tools used and what other options there are.

4.1 Implementation overview

The implementation is a prototype exchange client interface. The prototype shows how an
exchange can build their client deposit and withdrawal interface when using Lightning. The
implemented interface have the following functionality:

• View balances (BTC and USD).

• Request a node key from the exchange for channel creation.

• Deposit funds on the exchange by using Lightning payments.

• Withdraw funds from the exchange by using Lightning payments.

• Trade funds on the exchange for other currencies (BTC and USD).

• Get prompted to pay an invoice in order to be able to submit a trade when the funds
on the exchange are not enough (when buying USD with BTC).

4.2 Resources

When building the prototype the primary resource for setting up the Lightning nodes was
a tutorial series [35] made by Lightning labs. Then when building the application the API
documentation [36] was the source of information. A good overview [13] is also provided
by Lightning Labs. This includes information about software components, communication
interfaces and a typical channel life cycle.

4.3 Tools

The tools and software used when implementing the prototype are described in this section.
The first choice made was which Lightning node implementation to use. The different
implementations have their own pros and cons. The most stable, documented and easy to
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set up at the time of implementing (2018-02-15) was LND [22]. Therefore, it was chosen
for this thesis.

The node implementations considered was the three most popular in terms of contrib-
utors and activity. These are listed below, where LND had the most contributors and the
most active developer community:

• LND [22] - A Lightning node implementation following the BOLT protocol. Imple-
mented in Go.

• c-lightning [23] - A Lightning node implementation following the BOLT protocol.
Implemented in C.

• eclair [24] - A Lightning node implementation following the BOLT protocol. Imple-
mented in Scala. Have Android and Desktop versions with graphical interfaces.

A fork [37], extending the Bitcoin client btcd [38] to work better with LND, was chosen
for connecting to the Bitcoin network. The btcd fork was the default Bitcoin client of
LND at the time of implementing (2018-02-15). The btcd client is written in Go like LND
and does not include a wallet interface, which is not necessary when using LND. As of
writing (2018-05-09), all three Lightning implementations brought up support the Bitcoin
core reference implementation [39].

For the prototype, a simulated Bitcoin network called simnet was used. Simulating the
Bitcoin network removed unnecessary waiting time for mining blocks and having transac-
tions verified. This translates to instant opening and closing channels which was preferable
when experimenting. When developing systems using Bitcoin, the testnet can also be used
which is more similar to the real Bitcoin network but without real money. The real Bitcoin
network is often referred to as the mainnet.

The exchange client interface was built as a web application for desktop browsers. The
application server was built with Flask [40] using Python. Flask is a Python web develop-
ment framework that has a built-in web server for testing purposes which was enough for
the prototype. The exchange application used the database SQLite for storage.

4.3.1 Communicating with the Lightning node

We also have some options for how to communicate with the Lightning node. The LND
node can be controlled from a command line interface, a gRPC [41] API or a REST proxy.
The command line interface was useful for testing purposes but when integrated into the
application server written in Python, gRPC was the natural choice. The gRPC interface
use protocol buffers [42] for messaging which means that it is really portable. The gRPC
interface can easily be used from Python and is currently along with JavaScript the only
two documented languages for accessing LND pragmatically in the API reference docu-
mentation [36]. The API reference documentation contains information about the different
functions we can call.

4.4 Implemented functionality

A simple exchange interface that a client can interact with was implemented. The client is
able to deposit and withdraw funds from the exchange. Both the deposit and withdrawal are
done through a Lightning channel and can be used with the Lightning network as well.
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In the following part of this section the different functionality implemented or consid-
ered are presented. The different methods described below can serve as a guideline for de-
signing Lightning enabled payment solutions. The implementation specific details are from
the LND v0.4 beta version [43] and because it is in beta it can change in future versions.

4.4.1 Client deposits

Deposits can be made by the client selecting an amount to deposit and ask the exchange
for an invoice. The exchange will then generate an invoice with the amount entered. The
exchange stores the invoice secret along with client identification. After that, the invoice
is displayed to the client. When the exchange receive a payment it will check the database
which client is connected to the secret of the payment invoice. When the client is identified
along with a paid invoice its balance on the exchange is updated. All the API function calls
to Lightning nodes involved is described in Table 1.

Table 1 LND API functions used for deposits

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

AddInvoice Ask the LN node to generate an invoice. Will return the
payment hash and the payment secret R.

SubscribeTransactions The exchange need to listen or periodically check for pay-
ments. SubscribeTranscations creates a stream returning
transactions when they arrive.

DecodePayReq The client need to check the invoice for correctness. De-
codePayReq will present all information encoded in an in-
voice.

SendPayment The client use SendPayment to pay the invoice and com-
plete the deposit.

An example of the interactions are presented in Figure 9. This is how the client deposit
system of the prototype was implemented and the figure show all interactions between the
client and exchange, and their Lightning nodes.
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Figure 9: Client deposit to the exchange using an invoice

4.4.2 Client withdrawals

For withdrawals we have some different methods to work with. They all have their own
strengths and weaknesses. The client have to generate an invoice and present it to the
exchange in some way. Different approaches are discussed below but in Table 2 there are
functions from the API that are used no matter how the invoice is presented.

Table 2 LND API functions used for withdrawals

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

AddInvoice The client need to generate an invoice and display it to the
exchange.

DecodePayReq The exchange need to verify the amount and get informa-
tion in order to register and start the withdrawal.

SendPayment The exchange use SendPayment to pay the invoice and
complete the withdrawal.

Client generates invoice

The client can generate an invoice with the amount to withdraw. This require the client
to interact with its node because the invoice has to be generated by the client and then
presented to the exchange. The user can copy the payment hash to the exchange interface
or present a QR-image representation of the invoice to a camera that the exchange can read
from. The best solution depend on the setup of the user. Two devices makes it hard to
copy the invoice text representation to the exchange but simple if it can scan the QR-image.
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The opposite is true when the client is using a single device; simple to copy and paste the
invoice text but harder to present a QR-image. The prototype used text representation of the
invoice so the invoice text had to be copied to the exchange interface. An image describing
the withdrawal, including the functions used and the relation between the client, exchange
and their Lightning nodes can be found in Figure 10.

Exchange
Interface

Client  
Lightning node 

Exchange  
Lightning node 

Withdraw
AddInvoice

AddInvoiceResponse 

Add payment_request 

DecodePayReq

PayReq 

Verify client funds

SendPayment

Client

Withdrawal complete

Payment with Lightning

Balance is updated 

Invoice payed

Figure 10: Client withdraw from the exchange by presenting a payment request (invoice)
to the exchange

Exchange generates an invoice request

In this section, a potential solution for handling withdrawals or refunds with Lightning is
proposed. The idea is that the exchange can present a request similar to an invoice. The
request would contain information to identify the client, enable a secure message trans-
portation back to the exchange, provide an address to the exchange and optionally provide
an amount to withdraw. A solution for both identification and encrypted messaging can be
done if the exchange generate a key pair linked to the client and include the public key in
the invoice request. Messages back to the exchange can then be encrypted with the public
key and sent securely, also making the identification easy. The client will upon receiving
the request generate an invoice with the amount to withdraw, review it, encrypt it and send
it to the given address. The most work is done in the background so the only interaction
required from the client is to scan the request from the exchange, enter amount and press
the send request button. The withdrawal flow for a client could look like following:

1. Client request withdrawal.

2. The exchange present an invoice request to the client.

3. The client scan the request and get asked to enter an amount to withdraw.

4. The client press a send button (the invoice is generated and sent to the exchange).

5. If the exchange was able to pay the invoice the withdrawal is done.
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4.4.3 Open channel

When opening a channel you need the public key of the other Lightning node and possibly
also its address if the nodes are not already connected.

Client open channel

The client can ask the exchange for a public key to a Lightning node of the exchange and
also the address to it if they are not connected already. When the public key is known, the
client can create a channel. In Table 3 the API functions that was used to open a channel to
the prototype exchange are described.

The exchange does not need to keep track on specific channels to use Lightning for
deposits and withdrawals. It only need to keep track of generated and received invoices as
it is only the invoices that are important for identifying and performing payments.

Table 3 LND API functions used for opening and closing channels

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

GetInfo The exchange need to provide its public key to the client
so GetInfo is used for that.

ConnectPeer If the client is not connected to a node we can use Connect-
Peer to establish a connection.

OpenChannel The API function used for opening a channel. Specify the
public key of the other node and the amount at minimum.

CloseChannel Close a specific channel.

ListChannels Returns a list of all opened channels. Can be used to verify
that a channel was opened.

Exchange open channel

The exchange can also open a channel to a client. In this case the fees need to be accounted
for. The fees have to be subtracted from the initial channel capacity to prevent the funds of
the exchange to be depleted. The fees can be displayed to the clients so they can account for
it themselves. Other than that it works in the same way as when the client open the channel
but reversed.

4.4.4 Opening a position

When a client tries to open a position or trade a currency, the client either has funds enough
or not. With Lightning, the client can open a position by paying an invoice. This makes
missing funds on the exchange not a big problem as the payments are close to instant. The
requirement for a client to store funds on the exchange is greatly reduced.
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Balance on client account

If the client has funds enough on its account the trade can be done without any interaction
with Lightning.

Balance not on client account

If the client does not have enough funds on the account the exchange can generate an invoice
with the amount needed for the trade. When the invoice is paid by the client the trade is
submitted. A simpler but not as elegant way is to generate an invoice with the amount
needed for the trade and have the client retry submitting the trade after the invoice is paid.
The simpler way was implemented in the prototype. Extending to submit the trade when
the invoice is paid is trivial and require little effort to implement. The process of initiating
a trade with paying an invoice is very similar to the process of depositing funds and no
further information about it is necessary. It is more about how the specific exchange has
implemented its trading engine than dealing with Lightning.

4.4.5 Selling a position

If the client is selling, the funds can be directly sent to the client Lightning node if an invoice
is presented at the time of selling. The exchange can also simply update the balances on
the client account making it possible for the client to withdraw as usual. The latter was
implemented in the prototype. The direct transfer of funds to the client channel can be done
with the same technique as the withdrawal system. Problems can occur if the sell price
changes before the invoice has been paid. A good thing here is that the payment amount in
an invoice can be changed to some extent. In BOLT #11 [44] it is specified that the payment
amount is optional. It means that if no payment amount is specified, the exchange decide
what amount to pay. If a payment amount is specified the exchange can pay up to twice that
amount, but not less.

4.5 Node management

For node management we have many different available approaches [13]. An exchange need
to be able to set up, manage and backup Lightning nodes. An exchange need to be able to
serve clients with invoices and send payments. Because of this, redundancy is important
and backup Lightning nodes need to be available. It is also important to be able to monitor
the different Lightning nodes to be able to anticipate their behaviour and mitigate risks. It is
also of great importance that the node information is persistent in case of resets or failures
in order to not lose funds and avoid broadcasting old states.

4.5.1 Client payment handling

To be able to verify and monitor deposits and withdrawals the exchange need to keep record
of payments, balances and unpaid invoices. To accomplish this the exchange server had
two services for handling a Lightning node. One that responded to user interaction, like
invoice requests or retrieving information. The other service simply listened for payments
and registered them when they arrived. Both services had be able to access a shared database
to be able to match a paid invoice with a user. The secret of an invoice is simply linked to a
user in the database and upon receiving the matching payment we know that the client has
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paid. This makes it easy to identify incoming payments.
When dealing with outgoing payments, it is important to take the routing fees into

account when paying invoices. If the client send an invoice where the added fees would
overdraw the account they payment should be failed if the exchange does not want to take
that risk. The payment will return error on failure so it will be clear if the withdrawal failed
or not. The client can however fail to claim or settle the withdrawal which can lead to loss
of funds. This means that it will be a risk letting clients receive payments.

4.5.2 Monitoring

For the exchange to be able to use Lightning, extensive monitoring of the nodes are required.
Important metrics for the exchange would be the amount each node have in possession and
the total amount for all nodes. Another metric would be the amount of channels per node.
The payment and routing activity for each node is also important to watch. These differ-
ent metrics can be used for load balancing and risk monitoring. The most important API
function calls regarding monitoring and viewing status of a node can be found in Appendix
A.1.

4.5.3 Architecture

When implementing the prototype exchange the redundancy and stability was not the prior-
ity. It was however put thought into. Here are some integration considerations found during
the project.

We can use multiple Bitcoin- and Lightning nodes but when a Lightning node has chan-
nels connected to it, it need to be available at all time in order to route, receive or send
payments efficiently. The node can be held offline and brought online on demand but that
will slow down the network. Because of the cost of opening and closing channels we can
assume that the average channel lifespan is not of a short-term nature.

A drawback is that a Bitcoin node takes long time to synchronize to the Bitcoin network
so no fast scaling is possible there. The Bitcoin node need to download and verify the entire
blockchain. The size of the blockchain is as of writing (2018-04-25) 165 GB [45]. The
Lightning node however, is faster to set up and multiple Lightning clients can be connected
to one Bitcoin node. This enables a scalable architecture that is easy to scale up. The
problem would be scaling down as closing channels is considered costly. Functions used by
the prototype to initiate and close down a node are presented in Appendix A.2.

4.5.4 Backup

It is important to be able to backup the wallet and the channel data of a Lightning node. If
backups are used it is essential that the backup have the latest channel states. If the backup
does not have the latest state it will be dangerous to use. Currently it is recommended to
close all channels before trying to delete and recover a Lightning wallet. The backup works
well for restoring the on-chain state but not yet for channel states [43] so manual backup is
required. A manual backup can be done by simply copying all important information like
the channel.db and wallet.db database files containing the channel state and wallet
information. It is important to update the backup as the off-chain state changes in order to
avoid outdated states in the backup.
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5 Evaluation

In this chapter we evaluate Lightning based on what has been observed by implementing
the prototype. We also evaluate Lightning in terms of privacy and security based on what
has been found in the protocol specification and relevant literature.

5.1 Payment channels or Lightning network

When building architecture for supporting off-chain transaction through payment channels
we have two primary options. We can either go with simple payment channels and only
have direct channels to the counterparties. Or we can utilize the Lightning network. For
both options the exchange can use multiple nodes receiving and sending payments for re-
dundancy and security. Having direct links will guarantee that the client can deposit funds.
Having to route the deposits through the network can be hard and expensive if no optimal
route is found. The problem of not finding a good route can be solved by opening new
channels.

5.2 Lightning maturity

When evaluating the protocol we have to remember that all the Lightning node implemen-
tations are still in early stages and will probably change a lot in the future. The protocol
specification was an agreed upon set of rules decided by the Lightning developers. It is a
work in progress and is currently being drafted [25]. The general ideas will probably stay
the same as Lightning progress.

5.3 Flexibility and Usability of the protocol

For usability we want to minimize the friction for the user. We want a smooth user experi-
ence and the ability to build customized and powerful solutions fitting our needs.

When building an application on top of Lightning some design issues occurred. The
biggest problem for the user experience of the exchange prototype was the withdrawal flow.
This problem occurred because of the underlying protocol forcing the client withdrawing to
present an invoice. The invoice can be sent over the network but then we have the problem
of identifying the client. When asking an exchange for a withdrawal there are many options
and below are some of them.

• Have the user generate an invoice and present it to the exchange.

– By displaying a QR-image that the exchange interface can read.

– By copying a payment hash to the exchange interface.
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– By a cross application function call to- or from the exchange, sending- or re-
turning the invoice from the client to the exchange.

• Exchange generate an invoice request and then by knowing the information from the
invoice request the user can generate an invoice and send it directly to the exchange.

If all options for presenting an invoice is available the user experience is decent but
some of the alternatives are somewhat cumbersome. All types of text copying is bad for
the user experience. The last example using an invoice request will make the deposit and
withdrawal look very similar removing some end-user friction.

5.3.1 Invoice handling

If the user is responsible for handling the invoices we get the feature of flexible usage. When
the client get an invoice from an exchange or service, requesting a deposit or payment the
client can use an other exchange for the payment. This is possible if the exchange is capable
of paying invoices as a method of withdrawal. The client can then present the invoice to the
exchange for withdrawal. This makes it possible for the user to pay invoices without having
to use its own node. The transfer will not be as private as if the user pay the invoice with
its own node. The exchange will know the recipient of the invoice. With the cost of less
privacy and trust you can use the exchange for all kinds of payment purposes. The privacy
will be similar to a regular bank because the exchange will, using the current protocol, see
where all outgoing payments are going.

5.4 Privacy

As of the current design the privacy is not totally preserved. The nodes that are connected
to you by channels or as intermediate channels in frequently occurring payment routes can
monitor the traffic to some extent. This can lead to less privacy as they can analyse the
activity and draw conclusions simply by being in the path. To increase the privacy onion
routing is used. Onion routing is a way to preserve privacy for transfers over the network.
A highly connected node will receive a lot of information about nodes and transactions
but with onion routing the information is limited. The node routing a payment will only
know about the previous node and the next node of the path and nothing else. The onion
routing offers good privacy preservation as it is end to end encrypted and obfuscated at each
forwarding node.

The integrity verification of the onion packets is based on Keyed-Hash Authentication
Code (HMAC) for ensuring that the packet has not been modified and it uses a SHA256
hashing algorithm. This means that the onion packets can not be tampered with. In the
Sphinx paper they prove that they have all four security properties stated in [46]. Any
onion routing protocol having all these security properties also realizes ideal onion routing
functionality in the Universal Composability model [47]. This is a model for analysis of
cryptographic protocols and it guarantee strong security properties when requirements are
met.

When depositing onto an exchange and comparing a Bitcoin transaction to Lightning
payments the privacy would be equal as the exchange will not get information on who paid
the invoice nor sent the bitcoin with a on-chain transaction. The withdrawal however will
be more private when using a Bitcoin transaction. When withdrawing with Lightning the
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exchange will get the client node long term identifier giving information such as address,
amount of channels and capacity to the exchange. Withdrawals using the current protocol
implementation does not preserve privacy.

Proposals for making payment channels more private have been introduced [48]. This
proposal includes techniques like blind signatures and zero-knowledge proofs making pay-
ments more private.

5.4.1 Node and Channel Discovery

Channel discovery is essential for a node to be able to find routes to desired destinations
while node discovery allow for other nodes to open connections and establish payment
channels. A lot of information can be derived from the network topology. For now many
nodes have an alias making the network really transparent. With the transparency we can
find out a lot of information. You can find the capacity of any node and the amount of
channels connected to it. It is easy to find targets in other words. There have been built
several tools for viewing the network and its nodes. Some of them are:

• Lightning Network Search and Analysis Engine - https://1ml.com/

• Lightning Network explorer - https://lnmainnet.gaben.win/

• Lightning Network explorer - https://rompert.com/recksplorer/

These tools all display the network view from their own lightning node which can vary
from node to node. This is why they show different values for the amount of nodes and the
amount of channels but they are good for estimates.

5.5 Security

The usage of Lightning is by its nature not the most secure. The Lightning node need to
be reachable at all times to be able to receive- and forward payments, and open- and close
channels. If the node is online and reachable it can become a target. The nodes that are
known to have high capacity in them will be targets of attacks.

With this in mind using Lightning with large sums is not the best practice for everyone.
A Lightning node might be subject to DoS attacks and other attacks. An issue is that for
the Lightning node to be able to accept new channels and close existing channels it need to
have access to a private key for signing purposes. This means that the wallet or a need to to
be reachable at all times. To avoid unnecessary risk the wallet used for signing should be as
protected as possible. To be safe it should also store as little funds as possible. The funds
locked in the channels can be hard to protect from DoS attacks. A DoS attack which take
down a node can lead to loss of funds.

There are many other potential denial-of-service vectors like HTLCs with unreasonably
long expiry [49]. The expiry time can be restricted but is currently unclear to what and is
said to depend on the network topology.

5.5.1 Faulty software

Faulty software is an important aspect. As of writing (2018-04-17) two out of the three
most popular implementations have entered a Bitcoin mainnet beta which means usage of

https://1ml.com/
https://lnmainnet.gaben.win/
https://rompert.com/recksplorer/
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real bitcoin. This means that they have reached a certain maturity but they still discourage
usage with any significant amount of funds.

5.5.2 Underlaying blockchain

The underlying blockchain is one of the most important security aspects. Without a secure
underlying blockchain the Lightning technology is useless. Even if the payment channel
network protocol is highly secure and robust it is still only as secure as the underlying
blockchain. Bitcoin can be considered very secure.

5.5.3 Data protection

As stated frequently for Bitcoin users you have to keep your private keys safe. This become
harder with the requirement of having to be able to generate signatures in order to route,
receive and send payments. For Bitcoin private keys there are many proposals for key
management [50] and they all have their strengths and weaknesses. A solution for keeping
keys used by the Lightning node safe are not a solved problem but it often comes down to
using strong passwords, encrypting data and keeping your systems updated and free from
malware.

5.5.4 Light client security

For Lightning to get adopted and used for payments one have to be able to use it on smart-
phones. It is not feasible to require the clients to be full nodes, which means storing the
entire blockchain, in order to use Lightning. Not running a full node means that light
versions of Bitcoin clients have to be used. They usually store all block headers of the
blockchain and ask full nodes for block information if needed.

However, there is a problem with the security and privacy of current light clients. It has
been shown that bloom filters, described in the Bitcoin improvement proposal (BIP) 37 [51],
currently used by light clients offer little to no privacy [52]. The bloom filters are the current
standard for Bitcoin light clients. There is also a problem with malicious full nodes serving
light clients with block information. They can omit critical data with little risk of detection.
This is a critical flaw if used with Lightning which is dependent on certain information for
keeping funds safe. If a malicious node submit an old state it is critical that we get that
information in order to not lose funds. Another negative thing is that bloom filters can be
maliciously crafted by light clients creating a potential denial-of-service vector on honest
full nodes.

The developers of LND are currently developing a Bitcoin light client for Lightning
called Neutrino [53]. It uses a new way for light clients to get relevant block information.
This is proposed in BIP 157 [54]. The bloom filters currently used by light clients are gen-
erated by themselves and then sent to full nodes, trusting them to serve correct information.
The new proposal reverse the process. The full nodes now generate a filter for each block
that the light client can fetch and search locally. If the light client find relevant information it
can ask the full node for that specific block. To summarise, if the Lightning light client have
the old bloom filters it will not be safe to use. The new proposal is preferred, improving the
security and privacy of the light client.
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5.5.5 Communication and Authentication

It is important that the communication remain secure. Two types of communication will be
covered in this section, P2P network communication and user-node communication. The
P2P communication protocol is specified in the BOLT specification. The communication
with the Lightning node is implementation specific.

Peer-to-Peer communication

All communication between Lightning nodes are encrypted and authenticated [55]. In the
BOLT #8 specification all steps to set up the communication and the authentication is well
described. A node connected to the Lightning network is identified with a public key that
uses same cryptographic algorithm as Bitcoin. The algorithm is called Elliptic Curve Dig-
ital Signature (ECDSA) and Lightning use the same elliptic curve as Bitcoin known as
secp256k1. The key from the Bitcoin curve is a long term identifier and can be viewed
as static. The key is used to establish encrypted and authenticated connections with other
peers. The key can also be used to authenticate any information requested by a Lightning
node.

Before two nodes are connected they participate in an authenticated key agreement
handshake. This process is based on the Noise Protocol Framework [56]. Then when they
have established a secure connection they can exchange messages. The when exchanging
messages, all messages are encrypted as Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data
(AEAD) ciphertexts which provide confidentiality, integrity and authentication for a mes-
sage [57].

RPC communication

The access to an LND node is secured by macaroons [58] and every call need to be au-
thenticated. To communicate with the Lightning node you have to have a macaroon in your
possession and present it to the node for authentication. The functionality available to the
RPC interface can be modified with the help of macaroons. In the prototype full access was
granted for the holder of the macaroon, known as an admin macaroon. This can be changed
to a read-only macaroon for example, which translates to: the holder can only retrieve in-
formation from the node and nothing else [43]. The quote below is from the macaroon
paper [58].

Macaroons are authorization credentials that provide flexible support for con-
trolled sharing in decentralized, distributed systems. Macaroons are widely
applicable since they are a form of bearer credentials—much like commonly-
used cookies on the Web—and have an efficient construction based on keyed
cryptographic message digests.

The usage of Macaroons allows us to set different authentication levels or define specific
functionality when accessing a Lightning node. In the 0.4.1 release of LND [59] an invoice
only macaroon was added in addition to the read-only and admin macaroons. The invoice
only node can list, generate and listen for invoices while not being able to send payments
or open channels. Usage of these macaroons can limit the potential risks of exposing a
Lightning node online. For example if the admin macaroon is kept offline and all servers
exposed to the internet only has access to the invoice macaroon, no outgoing payments are
possible through Lightning even if there is a breach.
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5.5.6 Watchtowers

To make the clients responsible for monitoring their channels is a security risk. The most
popular Lightning node implementation, LND, has added automatic monitoring of chan-
nels to avoid malicious nodes from stealing funds. This means that the node software will
take action if a connected node tries to steal funds. The monitoring however requires the
Lightning node to be online. The Lightning node must be online more frequent than the
minimum lock time used in the channels.

One way to add security is to use something called watchtowers. A node can send
a trusted or not trusted watchtower its transactions and contracts preventing theft. The
watchtower does not need to be trusted as only the secrets for spending outdated transactions
are given to it. Trusted watchtowers can be owned nodes dedicated to watch for malicious
transactions. The watchtower can broadcast transactions that take the funds available from
the output of the malicious node. The output to the attacked node can not be taken by the
attacker.

5.5.7 Old state attack

Attacks where a malicious node submit old states are a risk. These attacks can use small
sums so that it is not worth spending the amount lost because of fees. The attack is however
hard to perform as the initial fees are paid by the attacker and the on-chain fees have to
increase while the channel is open to make the attacked node lose more money combating
the attack. Making profits by submitting old states will almost be impossible as the non-
malicious node does not need to profit, only not lose more money than from the attack. An
attack scenario is described in Appendix A.3. The defence against this attack is to set the
minimum amount allowed on one side of the channel high enough so that no future on-chain
fee can reach above the minimum amount.
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6 Discussion

In this chapter we discuss what has been found in the evaluation. We also present conclu-
sions drawn from the evaluation.

6.1 Maturity of the protocol

The protocol is not mature yet and will need more time to get more secure to use. While
writing, the BOLT protocol is still only a release candidate and the implementations are
still in early stages. I believe the network need to mature a bit before being used with any
significant amount of capital because of the early stage of the protocol. The technology is
not enough tested but I have a strong feeling Lightning can evolve to something big because
of the large community supporting and developing it.

There are also scalability limitations that have to be solved when the adoption rise. One
big issue is that creating channels require on-chain transactions which does not scale very
well. A solution for off-chain channel creation has been proposed [60] that would increase
the scalability. Then we have source routing which will get harder and harder the more the
network grows. A client will most likely not be able to and should not need to store the
whole network graph. To just know a part of the network, keep fees low, preserve privacy
and still not introduce the need for trust when routing payments is a hard problem to solve.
If a node only know a part of the network it will not be able to guarantee that the cheapest
path is chosen. This could be taken advantage of by nodes wanting to profit on fees.

6.2 Lightning for deposits and withdrawals

Handling user deposits or withdrawals with Lightning would work today for smaller amounts.
In the future when the protocol has matured I see a lot of potential for this area. There are
many safety restrictions in the current state like a maximum channel capacity but that will
be removed when the implementations are more mature. The protocol will benefit the users
in terms of speed because of the fast off-chain settlement and cheaper fees if the channel
is kept alive long enough. A channel directly connected to the exchange can most likely
be used as a multi-purpose channel if the exchange allow routing. If the exchange does not
allow routing because of security or regulation restrictions, a direct connected channel to
the exchange might not be beneficial if not used frequently. The speed of transacting with
payment channels enable easier arbitrage based trading and could increase the liquidity on
different exchanges.

Lightning also introduces risk, specially for the exchange. With the requirement of
keeping the client or node online it automatically become a target of attacks. The user is
also exposed but not as much as the exchange. On-chain transactions will be a lot slower for
the user and also more expensive but it will be more secure to use. Deposits with on-chain
transactions can be sent to an offline wallet making it almost impossible to steal.
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The benefit of using Lightning is that it will remove the need for many transactions
to enter the blockchain. Exchanges are big contributors to the transactions done on the
blockchain and the usage of Lightning could lead to much less impact on the Bitcoin net-
work related to exchanges. However the usage of Lightning might not slow down the load
on the Bitcoin network in the near future as channel setup and closure will lead to many
on-chain transactions.

The exchange will not benefit from cheap fees as it will in most cases be the client who
pays the fees. The exchange will however benefit as Lightning removes the need for longer
term storage on the exchange. The funds can be deposited as a trade is submitted. The funds
in possession of the exchange will then be reduced, which reduce risk.

6.3 Future of lightning

One day Lightning may become an important technology for the payment market. If the
routing and payments can be engineered to remain fast and private when adoption rise it can
become a competitor to the payment solutions of today. The technology is well designed
and have great potential. The fees will lead to competition between routing nodes and
therefore be small. Almost instant payments without the need for trusted intermediates is
one of the reasons I believe it will be a challenger to the payments market and I am excited
to follow the development and the future of Lightning.

We do not know how Lightning will affect the load on the blockchain. There is a
risk that Lightning, which add the possibility of micro-transactions, does not decrease the
amount of on-chain transactions and instead increase the load on the blockchain as it get
more popular. It will however increase the possible throughput a lot. It is not bad if Bitcoin
becomes more popular but additional scaling techniques might be needed in case the adop-
tion rise. The long term outlook is that Lightning will take some burden off the blockchain.

6.4 Traditional payment systems

The traditional financial systems are improving. New EU directives like [61] are open-
ing up the EU payment market to new services and providers. If the traditional payment
market gets more transparent, efficient and provides better consumer rights the adoption of
cryptocurrencies can slow down for the consumers not caring about trust, censorship and
centralization.

However these new directives also allows for third-parties integrating multiple payment
methods including support for cryptocurrencies. If the traditional payment market is more
open for innovation and third-parties one can build payment solutions supporting any bank
or blockchain solution in the background. Overall, the movement towards more open in-
frastructure is a move in the right direction creating opportunities for businesses and better
solutions for the costumers.

6.5 Future work

• Routing on a larger network need to be researched. How large can the network graph
be and still enable fast and private routing?
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• Decentralized exchanges with Lightning is a popular topic that need more research.
It would enable fast and trust-less value exchange using HTLCs.

6.5.1 Multiple recipients in an invoice

One idea that came up when building the prototype was the ability to include multiple
recipients in an invoice. Invoices with multiple recipients where the sender can choose
address arbitrary, by fast routing or by lowest fees. An extension would be the possibility
for the client to split his payment to multiple recipients. All payment addresses should be
owned by the receiver. This creates redundancy. The process of address selection is handled
by the wallet or the routing protocol.

This would be really useful for businesses that use multiple nodes that might have vary-
ing connectivity to the Lightning network. The client paying can choose to pay to the best
connected node. The problem would be to coordinate the invoice creation as all of the po-
tential recipients would have to generate a secret and add the hash of it to the invoice. When
the recipient nodes are on different locations it will probably take too long to generate. On
other hand, invoices can be generated before requested as they only hold the hash of the se-
cret, the recipient address and possibly the amount. This makes it easy to include multiple
different recipients for regular occurring sums or undefined sums.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis work we have built a prototype using Lightning, gone through relevant litera-
ture, examined the protocol specification and evaluated the technology in terms of usability,
privacy and security. The evaluation of usability, primarily based on the prototype imple-
mentation, showed that the protocol is flexible but that the invoice handling can be bad for
the user experience if not done right. The protocol can easily be extended and modified. The
usability of Lightning is highly dependent on the network topology and what other nodes
are connected to the network. If the user is connected to other well connected nodes with
decent channel capacity, payments have higher probability of succeeding. The conclusion
for the usability is that it is a flexible and a highly usable protocol that need to mature a bit.
Users of Lightning will benefit in terms of speed and fees but it does introduce risk. It will
also benefit the Bitcoin network if users of an exchange use Lightning instead of on-chain
transactions. For the exchange, Lightning will introduce more complexity increased risk of
attacks.

When it comes to privacy, the evaluation and section about the routing showed that
the privacy is strong but may be subject to attacks or monitoring reducing privacy. The
privacy highly depend on the implementation and what routes are chosen. The privacy
can be increased if routes and payments are obfuscated in terms of route selection or other
methods.

The security of using Lightning is somewhat limited to implementation specific details
and depend much on the users. A user need to be aware of the limitations and the need for
regular channel monitoring. There are many weaknesses but if all are taken into account
and mitigated to at least some extent, many pitfalls can be avoided. The evaluation of
security brought up some of the security aspects of Lightning but far from all. This is a fast
moving topic where problems and improvements will be introduced as the protocol evolves.
Overall, if the most important security aspects are dealt with, usage of the protocol can be
considered secure.
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A Appendix

A.1 Status of a node

Table 4 LND API functions used for channel and node management and to view status

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

ChannelBalance Returns the sum of funds available from all open channels.

GetTransactions Information about relevant on-chain transactions.

GetInfo General information about the node.

ListChannels Lists all channels connected to the node.

ListInvoices Lists all invoices stored by the Lightning node.

ListPayments Lists outgoing payments that has been made by the node.

FeeReport Return information on fees collected over different time
periods and the current fee structure for each channel.

ForwardingHistory History of all HTLCs forwarded in a given time period.

A.2 Initiate and shut down a node

Table 5 LND API functions used for initiating and stopping a node.

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

GenSeed Generate a wallet seed for encryption and recovery of sen-
sitive materials.

InitWallet Create a new wallet.

UnlockWallet Unlock a wallet.

NewWitnessAddress Creates a new address for the wallet.

StopDaemon Shut down the Lightning node.
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A.3 Old state attack

We have an attacking node with initial balance MIN + α, where MIN is the minimum
amount allowed on one side of a channel, and an attacked node with 0 in initial balance. The
attacker will transfer all possible funds, α, to himself through the attacked node resulting
in new balances of MIN on the attackers side and α on the attacked nodes side. Then the
attacker will submit the first state which would result in a loss of α for the attacked node if
successful. The attacker have to pay a funding transaction fee, a commitment transaction
fee, routing fees and an on-chain fee for spending the commitment output. The attacked
node have to pay an on-chain fee for spending the attackers commitment output. Fees are
denoted by F . For an attacker to profit the below statement must be true.

MIN+2α− (Ff unding +Frouting +Fcommitment +Fspend1)> MIN+α (A.1)

or,

α− (Ff unding +Frouting +Fcommitment +Fspend1)> 0 (A.2)

For an attacked node to not lose money defending against the attacker, only the below
have to be true.

MIN+α−Fspend2 >=−α (A.3)

or,
MIN+2α−Fspend2 >= 0 (A.4)

Together the only way a malicious node can profit without colluding with miners is if
the following statement is met:

MIN+2α−Fspend2 < 0 < α− (Ff unding +Frouting +Fcommitment +Fspend1) (A.5)

Now, the Fspend fee can vary and be in favour of the attacker but there is clearly an
advantage for the attacked node. The attacked node can spend the attackers output at any
time while the attacker have to wait a specified amount of time before being able to spend
the output. A way to defend against this attack is to set MIN high enough so that it will be
impossible for an attacker profit. If the node is simultaneously taken down by the attacker
from a DoS attack for example, larger sums can be at stake and can be problematic to defend
against without a watchtower.
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